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Abstract

The main causes of electrical fire are leakage, short circuit, and over capacity. Most of livestock houses are old and fire hazard is high due to the use of flammable insulating materials. The total damage caused by electric fire damage in farm household in 2010 was 6,700,000 won, which increased to 101 billion won in 2014 in Korea. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a sensor for the safety from electric fire, and notify the contents through cell phone alarm text about the fire occurrence or emergency (danger) situation. And as the fire alarm sounds, it provides a service that can respond quickly through 119 automatic notification.
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1. Introduction

According to the U.S. Fire Administration in 2014, electrical fires accounted for 6.3 percent, nearly 24,000 fires, of all residential fires, 11 percent of the fires where someone died and 7 percent of the fires where someone was injured. [1] Such fires bring about tragic disaster. By predicting the possibility of a fire before it occurs, it can help to prevent fire in the livestock house. Therefore, it is important to take precautions to prevent fire before it occurs. Here, we propose a fire safety system on relationship between variation of voltage and thermal in RLCR algorithm based on time and energy spectrogram in frequency domain.

2. Related Work

Unfortunately, livestock house fires are all too common and in great many cases, the main cause is an electrical failure of some kind. The causes of electrical fires are many; sometimes it is mechanical failure of an electrical device and sometimes it is
from improper usage or design of the electrical system in the livestock house. Figure 1 shows the poor electrical system of a typical livestock house in Korea.

![Figure 1. Poor Electrical Devices in Livestock House](image1)

The truth is that if there is a fire, someone’s property is likely to be gone. Therefore, it is important to take precautions to prevent fire before it occurs. Here, we propose a fire safety system.

3. Proposed System

When surface partial discharge of electric device is present, tracking occurs across the surface of the insulation which is exacerbated by airborne contamination and moisture leading to erosion of the insulation. Internal partial discharge occurs within the bulk of insulation materials and is caused by age, poor materials or quality manufacturing processes. [2]

To measure electromagnetic waves, we constructed a system as shown in Figure 2. Thus, this study offers a EFBS(Electric Fire Band Sensor) to measure partial discharge of power cable and socket. The reason for the multiple band antenna is that the frequency range variations(20~1000MHz).

Figure 2 displays the system block diagram of the detecting electromagnetic wave & PD(partial discharge). Three antennas have the three frequency bands. The frequency band of channel 1 is from 20(MHz) to 100(MHz), Channel 2 is 100(MHz)~500(MHz) and channel 3 is 500(MHz)~1000(MHz). So, antenna sensor detects discharge frequency induced by electric field. The discharge frequency includes a carrier. The acoustic signal is extracted through tuning.

Thus, this study offers a sensor to measure PD or electromagnetic wave of electric socket, and to analyze and diagnose the data collected from it.
For collecting electromagnetic wave or PD(partial discharge) Data, the system in Figure 3 utilized the partial discharge sound analysis software designed via Visual C++ by the flow chart in Figure 3. Electromagnetic wave or PD data entered by the sensor pass through the hard filter in the detecting electromagnetic system in Figure 2 and then, through ADC to the USB port of the server while being converted from analog to digital.
Figure 4 was to gather data from the detected digital signal through the system in Figure 2. In here, the data was recorded in 16bit, 20(KHz). [3] The electromagnetic data collection system was installed in test bed system of Sunmeditec co., ltd.

Figure 4. Data Collection and Analysis Software for ac 220(V)

4. Simulation

The data on electromagnetic wave sound generated from three sensors (Ch 1, 2, and 3) are collected for analysis and diagnosis. In order to analyze the electromagnetic wave sound data, the process in Figure 3 was performed. It detects the induced current through EFBS and amplifies it, and convert the current to voltage to send to microprocessor. The microprocessor performs Fourier transform (FFT), bigger signal voltage among the two, and ANR (Ambient Noise Rejection) by covering it with Hamming Window. Hamming window was utilized as window and its size is 256 samples for one frame. The frequency analysis used 65,536 point FFT.

The filter bank selects the optimum electromagnetic wave signal to transform in digital format(ADC). This data is sent to the computer in order to analyze and diagnose at time domains in real time.

A block diagram of analysis device is shown in Figure 5. The electromagnetic wave signal is processed on the monitor and a danger signal for electromagnetic wave detection is informed to the user.
The test bed is set to ac 220(V) as shown in Figure 6. In order to analyze the EFBS acoustic data, the process in Figure 3 is performed.

As for the relative level cross rate (RLCR), a threshold figure for each frame was set, and the number of the signal wave form crossed the threshold was counted as shown in the formula (1) [4].

\[
R(m) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{w=m\Delta t}^{m\Delta t + N-1} \frac{[\text{sgn}[x(n) - L_{md}] - \text{sgn}[x(n-1) - L_{md}]]}{2} \cdot w(n-m) \\
\text{sgn}[x(n)] = \begin{cases} 
1 & x(n) \geq 0 \\
-1 & x(n) < 0 
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

Also, the frequency range is divided into three steps for spectrogram analysis of EFBS acoustic data. The acoustic data is divided energy range in frequency band. The formula (2) extracted the parameters of \(dbML\) and \(dbHL\).

\[
dbML = \frac{\text{Medium Spectral Energy}}{\text{Low Spectral Energy}} \\
dbHL = \frac{\text{High Spectral Energy}}{\text{Low Spectral Energy}}
\]  

(2)

Based on these parameters of \(dbML\) and \(dbHL\), it determines \(dbML\) parameter and \(dbHL\) parameter calculated from the sound signal of normal condition as normal or abnormal whether the figures exist in the error range or not. The determined parameters were shown in color (spectrogram). [4]

Figure 5. Block Diagram of Analysis Device

Figure 6. Combination of Sensor and Test Bed Device for AC 220(V)
Figure 7 displays RLCR values in the normal section and abnormal section (where electromagnetic wave occurred) in terms of the three positions (Channel 1, 2 and 3). RLCR values in the normal partial discharge data frame were ranged from 140(V) to 220(V) in reference RLCR minimum (11.7~12.5), and the RLCR values in the abnormal section (PD) were ranged from 220(V) to 300(V) or under 140 voltage in reference RLCR minimum (11.7~12.5). Here is an important point. The temperature range of the fluorescent lamp at the voltage 220 where the electromagnetic wave starts to be generated is at least 111 degrees and the maximum is 126 degrees. On the other hand, incandescent lamps go up from 272 degrees to 326 degrees. The minimum and maximum temperature of fluorescent and incandescent lamp are shown in Figure 8. If the check is performed in the same way, it is possible to confirm the difference in channel 2 and 3. When we generate electromagnetic waves and the voltage increases, the fluorescent lamps are not a problem, but incandescent lamps can cause a fire. Figure 8 shows the electromagnetic wave or PD occurred in frequency domain.

![Figure 7. Comparison of the Voltage and Temperature of Fluorescent Lamp and Incandescent Lamp in the RLCR Value](image)
Figure 8. Comparison of the Temperature of Fluorescent Lamp and Incandescent Lamp

Figure 8. Variation of RLCR Level in Frequency Domain

Figure 9 shows that the state of the voltage is abnormal due to electromagnetic waves. Monitor(a) indicates a voltage problem at 245(V) or higher and monitor(b) indicates a voltage problem at 110(V) or lower in the time domain. Also (c) and (d) are displayed voltage in frequency domain.
Here, we present an experiment with another test bed. This is the relationship among the voltage variation of electromagnetic wave sounds in the RLCR values.

Figure 10 displays RLCR values in the normal section and abnormal section (where electromagnetic wave occurred) in terms of the three positions (Channel 1, 2 and 3). RLCR values in the normal partial discharge data frame were ranged from 150(V) to 230(V) in reference RLCR minimum (11.8~13.7) and the RLCR values in the abnormal section (PD) were ranged from 240(V) to 300(V) or under 140 voltage in reference RLCR minimum (11.8~13.7). If the check is performed in the same way, it is possible to confirm that the difference in channel 2 in the reference RLCR medium (13.4~14.5) and in channel 3 in the reference RLCR maximum (14.6~19.9) means relative variable levels, and it can change the voltage values.
Figure 10. Comparison of the Voltage Variation of Electromagnetic Wave Sounds in the RLCR Values

Figure 11 displays the data variation of electromagnetic wave sounds in the reference RLCR minimum (11.8–13.7) of time domain. In this graph, it confirms that the partial discharge was occurred according to the RLCR values in real time.

Also, Figure 11(a) is displayed the normal state of the electromagnetic wave at the socket voltage 150(V) ~ 230(V) and Figure 11(b) and (c) are shown the abnormal state of the electromagnetic wave at the socket voltage 250(V) more or below 110(V).
5. Conclusion

As a result of repeating the simulation, it is confirmed that the event occurs in RLCR algorithm when the influence of electromagnetic waves shows the relation between voltage and thermal. The problem occurs in the upper 220(V) or lower 140(V) commercial power supply. Also, it is verified that the event occurs in the time domain and the frequency domain when the voltage is abnormal. The problem occurs in the upper 20% or lower 50% of the commercial power supply.

And there is no temperature change within a voltage range of 140(V) to 220(V) and is not affected by electromagnetic waves. However, at other voltages, fluorescent lamps are not a problem, but incandescent lamps have a high probability of fire. Therefore, we
confirmed the importance of prediction and notification system according to the variation of voltage, that is the generation of electromagnetic wave in a poor housing environment. As a result, it has been confirmed that fire can be prevented by predicting electric fire in a poor housing environment and informing the user. The incident is transmitted to the user by text. Figure 12 shows the alarm message by smartphone when electric fire is predicted.

Figure 12. Alarm Message is Transmitted from the Fire Safety System
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